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Real world engineering design projects require the cooperation of multidisciplinary design teams using sophisticated and powerful engineering tools. The individuals or the individual groups of the multidisciplinary design teams work in
parallel and independently often for quite a long time with di erent tools located
on various sites. In order to ensure the coordination of design activities in the different groups or the cooperation among the di erent tools, it is necessary to develop
an ecient design environment. This paper discusses a distributed architecture for
integrating such engineering tools in an open design environment, organized as a
population of asynchronous cognitive agents. Before introducing the general architecture and the communication protocol, issues about an agent architecture and
inter-agent communications are discussed. A prototype of such an environment with
a number of independent agents located in several workstations is then presented
and demonstrated on an example of a small mechanical design.

1. Introduction
Real world engineering design projects require the cooperation of multidisciplinary
design teams using sophisticated and powerful engineering tools such as commercial
CAD tools, engineering databases, knowledge-based systems, simulation systems
and other special purpose computational tools. The individuals or the individual
groups of the multidisciplinary design teams work in parallel and independently often for quite a long time with tools located on di erent sites. On the other hand, at
any instant, individual members may be working on di erent versions of a design,
viewing it from various perspectives (e.g., electronics, manufacturing, planning), at
various levels of details. In order to coordinate the design activities of the groups
and to guarantee a good cooperation among the engineering tools, it is necessary
to develop ecient distributed (eventually intelligent) design environments. Such
environments should not only automate individual tasks, in the manner of traditional computer-aided engineering tools, but also help individual members to share
information and to coordinate their actions as they explore alternatives in search
of a globally optimal or near-optimal solution.
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Our approach to large engineering projects is to decompose the overall task
of designing a complex artifact into a set of di erent services. Such services are
used by local teams which, in turn communicate with other teams. Typically such
teams would reside at di erent locations and be specialized in di erent aspects in the
design of the product. On Fig 1, the global shape corresponds to the design project,
inside groups symbolize local sets of specialists which could include typically subcontractors. Local groups could work on a local network, and the groups could also
share design data and knowledge via Internet. We do not plan to enforce a global
consistency on the project. Each subgroup needs a number of services, which are
usually closely dependent on engineering activities. Such services are to be assigned
to agents both human and automatic. In this paper we only consider the part of the
system which deals with the computerized agents. The overall project organization,
global and local consistency are outside the scope of this paper. However, to x ideas
we would say that typically local exchanges will occur every second, and intergroup
exchanges will occur every week.
Focusing on the work of a local set of specialists, we see the need for several
types of services, which today are solved by engineering tools. At this level of our
approach, as described in this paper, we nd a number of other proposals aimed at
using distributed problem solving techniques for addressing concurrent design.
Indeed, in the past ten years, a number of researchers have proposed to use distributed problem solving technology for concurrent design (Gero 1987; Morse 1990;
Sriram et al 1991); or proposed some general architectures or platforms for engineering or industrial applications such as SHADE (McGuire et al 1993), SHARE
(Toye et al 1993), ARCHON (Jennings, Corera, & Laresgoiti 1995; Cockburn &
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Jennings 1995), SINE (Brown et al 1995), Synchronous Group Applications (Tou et
al 1994), PACO (Demazeau 1993) and OSACA (Scalabrin & Barthes 1993); or developed some agent-based systems such as PACT (Cutkosky et al 1993), First-Link
(Park et al 1994), Next-Link (Petrie, Cutkosky, & Park 1994), Anarchy (Quadrel
et al 1993), ABCDE (Balasubramanian & Norrie 1995), SiFA systems (Brown et al
1995; Dunskus et al 1995), some multi-expert systems such as DICE (Sriram et al
1989; Sriram et al 1992), DESIGN-KIT (Stephanopoulos et al 1987; Sriram et al
1989), IBDE (Fenves et al 1990), ANAXAGORE (Trousse 1993), CONDOR (I enecker 1994), EXPORT (Monceyron & Barthes 1992), ARCHIX (Thoraval & Mazas
1990), some speci c computer tools for inter-agent communication such as KQML
(Finin, McKay, & Fritzson 1992), COOL (Barbuceanu & Fox 1995), ToolTalk TM
(Frankel 1991), and (Populaire et al 1993), and some frameworks for inter-agent
control (Van 1990; Lee, Mans eld, & Sheth 1993; Quadrel et al 1993; Boissier
1993).
Here, we distinguish between two types of cooperative design systems according
to their organization: multi-expert systems (based on a blackboard structure) and
multi-agent systems. In a multi-expert system each specialist (sometimes called a
knowledge source) has access to the blackboard when all information is posted and
made available to all. In a multi-agent system each agent is independent and has its
own representation of the situation independent from that of other agents. In the
rst case one normally uses a shared memory, and in the second case agents can be
moved freely in independent machines provided that they can communicate using
messages. It is more than a simple di erence in implementation. A blackboard
architecture has the de nite advantage of ensuring consistency, it has nevertheless some drawbacks. Firstly, the blackboard can be a communication bottleneck.
Secondly, when using a blackboard to coordinate di erent engineering tools, each
tool has its own representation of the data describing the problem to solve; such a
representation is often private to the tool, and there is no particular advantage in
transferring it to a centralized location. Thirdly, during a project lifetime new tools
may be introduced, changing the structure of the design environment. This architecture was used in some engineering design projects, such as DICE (Sriram et al
1992), DESIGN-KIT (Stephanopoulos et al 1987), ANAXAGORE (Trousse 1993),
CONDOR (I enecker 1994), EXPORT (Monceyron & Barthes 1992), and ARCHIX
(Thoraval & Mazas 1990). It was also used in the ITX system (Lee, Mans eld, &
Sheth 1993) for a teleconferencing environment. An example of such an approach
is given in Fig 2 showing the structure of EXPORT.
On the contrary, in Multi-Agent Systems, each agent builds its own model of
the current solution by acquiring information from the other agents. This type of
system needs a communication protocol and a message format (common language)
according to which the requests and the responses will be formed. Each agent
stores the current solution, or at least a part of this solution in its local fact base.
Generally, in multi-agent systems, agents are heterogeneous and autonomous, i.e.,
there is no global control; the communications among agents can be synchronous or
asynchronous, and can be point-to-point, broadcast, or multicast; and the semantics
of the messages among the agents is high. Some projects like MARS (Abriat 1991),
PACT (Cutkosky et al 1993), First-Link (Park et al 1994) and Next-Link (Petrie,
Cutkosky, & Park 1994) have used this architecture.
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Fig 2. A general architecture of the EXPORT system

We are currently developing a prototype of Distributed Intelligent Design Environment (DIDE) based on an architecture called OSACA (Open System for Asynchronous Cognitive Agents) (Scalabrin & Barthes 1993), derived from previous work
in the domain of robotized assembly systems (Abriat 1991). Our goal is to verify
whether it is actually possible to build truly open systems, that is, systems for
which users can freely add or remove agents without having to halt or to reinitialize
the work in progress in any way. We also want to exercise the obtained prototype
in order to gain rst hand experience, rst with small examples, then with larger
projects. Indeed, we are interested in ne in very large design projects of complex
systems such as an automobile, a locomotive, a harbor, or an aircraft. Such design
projects share the following characteristics: the design requires a large number of
individual designers or several working groups to work together, the design period
is long, and the design is very expensive. In this case, we do not think that a multiexpert architecture built upon a blackboard architecture could scale up. On the
other hand, developing a network of independent local agents looks more promising. A major di erence between our approach and that of SHADE-based projects
(PACT, First-Link, Next-Link) is in the global structure. Indeed, in DIDE all agents
are independent and rst class; in particular, there is no facilitator structure like in
PACT.
The rest of the paper describes our project. It is organized as follows: Section 2
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discusses the internal structure of a single agent, as well as the inter-agent communication. Section 3 presents the general architecture of DIDE. Section 4 describes
the experimental implementation of the DIDE with a small mechanical design example. Section 5 discusses some important issues. And nally section 6 gives some
concluding remarks.

2. Agent Architecture and Inter-Agent Communication
2.1. Internal Structure of an Agent

communication interface

In our environment, agents are autonomous cognitive entities, with deductive, storage, and communication capabilities. Autonomous in our case means that an agent
can function independently from any other agent. Fig 3 shows the internal structure
of an agent (Ribeiro Gouveia & Barthes 1993).
agent models

local knowledge

internal KB

Fig 3. Internal structure of an agent

An agent is composed of: (i) a network interface (shaded portion in Fig 3); (ii) a
communication interface; (iii) symbolic models of the other agents, and associated
methods to use them (agent models in Fig 3); (iv) a model of its own expertise
(internal KB); (v) a model of the task to be performed, or of the current context
(local knowledge).
- The network interface simply couples the agent to the network.
- The communication interface of an agent is composed of several methods or
functions for communicating with other agents by sending and receiving messages.
A message box is used to store temporarily all received messages. Processing incoming mails requires two steps: (i) receiving, storing, and sorting messages; (ii)
encoding a message content for further processing by the agent in the context of
a particular task. Processing ongoing mail similarly requires encoding of the information to be transmitted, and actually mailing it according to the exchange
protocol.
- The symbolic models of the other agents are realized by means of a knowledge
base containing information about the other agents, obtained during interaction.
The information includes an agent's name, address, and skills or competences. The
knowledge helps the current agent to select one or more agents as sub-contractors
for processing actions.
- The model of "own expertise" is also a knowledge base composed of self information such as the name, address and competences or skills. The latter may be
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methods for activating actions corresponding to the received requests.
- The local knowledge is a knowledge base composed of the information about
the task to be performed. It contains some already achieved partial solutions for a
particular task.
At rst, when a new agent is connected to a group of active agents, then only
its communication interface and its own expertise contain information. The part
recording facts about the work to be done, or the capabilities of the other agents is
empty. In the case of slave agents (e.g., a database containing a list of part prices)
this will not change, i.e., it will remain empty. Every other agent must build its
own image of both the work to be done and the capabilities of the other agents on
the y, by processing the various messages it receives.
2.2. Inter-Agent Communication

In general, communication can be synchronous or asynchronous, and the communication mode can be point-to-point (between two agents), broadcast (one to all
agents), or multicast ( to a selected group of agents). The OSACA-based DIDE environment uses a multi-cast mode which can be extended to point-to-point and broadcast. In addition, DIDE allows for ve simple actions: request, inform, announce,
bid and notice. They are grouped into two categories: requests and assertions
(REQUEST, INFORM, NOTICE); call for bids and propositions (ANNOUNCE,
BID).

3. A General Architecture for Design Environment
The overall organization of an agent-based architecture for design was described in
the introduction. Several issues need to be clari ed.
The system is not intended to run automatically. On the contrary, human
beings are part of the system. The system cannot be organized independently of
the company structure. Thus, we assume the project will be run by a project
manager, and that each local group will in turn have a local project manager. We
are interested here in a local group. Within the local group, some agents will be
controlled by humans, other will provide services automatically. When humans
are in full control, then this amounts to a traditional client/server architecture.
It becomes more interesting when some agents are actively o ering services when
they know the nal goal, i.e., the agents not only reply to the requests of the other
agents, but also can give some suggestions or propositions to the current design
project according to their knowledge.
A second issue relates to the control of the design task. Apart from the project
manager we assume no central control of the design task. Subtasks are created for
answering requests as needed, once the work is initiated. There is no global planning
either central or distributed. From this point of view, the agents are purely reactive.
However, some subtasks may have prede ned sequences (scenarios, amounting to
local plans). When this is the case, there is no reason why such sequences could
not be used.
A third issue concerns the global consistency of the design. The consistency is
kept at a minimum, considering that each agent has a local model of the designed
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device. However, in mechanical design it is sometimes possible to show a model of
the designed product. In such a case, each subgroup is allowed to modify the model
independently, using its own design space. Results are kept in di erent versions
of a model database. Then, at each progress meeting, it is the responsibility of
the product manager to merge all the version propositions into a unique design.
Of course, the environment has to support the merging process (reconciliation)
eciently (Barthes 1993).
A fourth issue concerns the agent behavior. We assume that all agents are
connected by means of a network - local network or Internet. Each agent can reach
any other active agent by means of a broadcasting message. All agents receive
messages. They may or may not understand such messages. When they do not
understand a message, they simply do nothing. Whenever they understand the
message, then they start working on it, provided the priority of the message is
higher than the current work they were doing. Thus, agents are multi-threaded.
When a new agent is introduced, it is simply connected to the network. Thereafter,
it receives messages like any other agents.
A fth issue is related to the legacy problem. In our design environment, an
agent o ers some speci c service, usually by encapsulating an engineering tool.
The agent interaction relies on three things (Cutkosky et al 1993): shared concepts
and terminology for communicating knowledge across disciplines, an interlingua for
transferring knowledge among agents, and a communication and control language
that enables agents to request information and services. This technology allows
agents working on di erent aspects of a design to interact at the knowledge level,
sharing and exchanging information about the design independently of the format
in which the information is encoded internally.
Task Structure

Task execution is initiated locally and can be done in di erent manners. Firstly,
agents can broadcast information to all the other agents and then wait until some
agent has computed the answer. In this way, the task can be carried out by several
specialists of the subject, working in parallel (ecient only when they reside on distinct machines). Secondly, a contract protocol can be used, i.e., an agent broadcasts
an o er describing the job to be done, waits for some time for submissions from the
other agents, and then awards the contract to a particular agent according to some
local criteria. Thirdly, a contract can be allocated directly to a known specialist.
Note that although the last solution could appear to be the most ecient, a general
broadcast allows all the agents to see the content of the request. Therefore, even if
agents are not directly concerned by the request, they can nevertheless use part of
its content to update their internal representation of the task being done or of their
image of the expertise of the requesting agent.

4. Implementation
A small system has been developed for testing the basic feasibility of the project, as
well as the possibility to encapsulate traditional tools, and to bring agents in and
out without halting the system.
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Fig 4. An Experimental System Architecture of DIDE

The rst version used only slave agent (no active agents) and looked like a
generalized client/server architecture. The current version, still being developed,
uses the OSACA platform. Although developed as a local group, i.e., using several
workstations on a local network, it has the capability of intergroup communication
using Internet.
4.1. Hardware and Software Environment

The experimental environment is built on a network of SUN and VAX workstations. The OSACA platform developed in the DAI research group of University of
Technology of Compiegne (Scalabrin & Barthes 1993) is used for de ning agents
and inter-agents communications. Each agent is implemented as a MOSS environment (Barthes 1989), a system of recursive frames capable of modeling objects with
versions and well adapted to design activities. MOSS is itself constructed on top
of Common LISP. Agents are built as a set of MOSS objects together with their
behavior. Two databases MATISSE TM (an object-oriented database, commercial product of ADB) and EDBMS (an extended relational database developed in
Chinese Academy of Sciences) are used for storing design data and knowledge.
4.2. Description of DIDE Agents

The current version of DIDE contains a number of agents, including Project manager, Monitor, Database of Engineering Standard, Object-Oriented Distributed
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Database, Graphical Tools and a group of Design Tools (as shown on Fig 4):
Project Manager: The interaction mechanism for agents in DIDE has been developed to meet the needs of human designers working on a collaborative project.
Here the agent Project Manager is taken as this type of "human" agent for specifying the initial parameters and some constraints for the design project. Its potential
functions which are under development include con icts detection and resolution by
using the strategy of divergence/reconciliation (Barthes 1993) and by combining two
methods: user interaction and the optimum calculation for some special constraint
con icts. In the future DIDE environment, there will be several agents for human
specialists from di erent design groups or from di erent domains such as dynamics,
electronics, economics and process engineering for discussion and negotiation.
Monitor: This can be seen as an administrative agent. Generally it works for
the project manager. It receives all messages sent by all the other active agents
in the same system. All received messages are displayed on a text interface and a
graphical interface is used to show the current system situation. If a new agent is
connected to the system, an icon appears on the graphical interface, and if an old
agent is removed from the system, the corresponding icon disappears. If there are
some messages passing between agents, some signs will be showed on the graphical
interface for a short time.
Design Representation Tool: This agent is responsible for the generation and
management of geometric entities of a particular mechanical system. All classes,
instances and methods are de ned in this tool by using an object-oriented language,
MOSS. The objects can be stored directly in a local extended relational database
EDBMS or a distributed object-oriented database MATISSE TM .
Computation Tool: This agent is responsible for engineering calculations. It may
be a Finite Element Analysis tool, Optimizer or some other engineering computation
tools. Currently it is simply used for bolt stress calculations.
Database of Engineering Standards: A database of national engineering standards is very useful in the domain of mechanical CAD. This agent is served for
searching required standard dimensions in the database of engineering standards.
Following ve Design agents are developed specially for an experimental design
example - Assembly Design. The agent Assembly Design is used for global design,
assembling the parts, propagating constraints and veri cations. Four other agents
are used to carry out sub-tasks (parts design) in parallel. For large design projects,
the agent Assembly Design is corresponding the global system design, and the other
agents should be developed to accomplish the design of the sub-systems, or subsub-systems.
Assembly Design: This agent is used to take the global design of the assembly.
It decomposes the global design task into some sub-tasks and asks some special
agents to accomplish the sub-tasks. The constraints propagation and veri cation
are performed by this agent. Therefore, it is responsible for detecting the con icts
by comparing the results obtained from the agents carrying out the sub-tasks. If
some simple con icts are detected, they may be resolved by some criteria in this
agent. If not, a request message is sent to Project Manager for asking for a decision.
At the end of a design or modi cation, the results can be showed on a 2D graphical
interface, which is developed on LispView, and which will be replaced by an interface
developed on CLIM.
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Bolt Selection: It is used to take the sub-task sent by Assembly Design for
completing bolt selections. It shares mechanical objects with other concerned agents
through a local database EDBMS or through Distributed OODB MATISSE. The
current function of this agent is to standardize a bolt according to a calculated bolt
diameter provided by Project Manager.
Nut Selection and Washer Selection: For the sake of the example, these two
agents are used to take the sub-tasks sent by Assembly Design for completing nut
and washer selections, which are similar to the agent Bolt Selection.
Plate Design: This agent is used to take the sub-task sent by Assembly Design.
It receives the REQUEST messages from Project Manager to complete plate designs,
e.g., calculating hole diameters and deciding the thicknesses of the plates. It also
shares objects with other concerned agents through databases (local or distributed).
Graphical Tool1: Currently, AutoCADTM on a SUN TM workstation with SOLARIS 2.3 is used to display the design results on a 3D graphical interface. It can
be also used to prepare a mechanical drawing or to let the drawings be modi ed
by a human domain specialist. In this case, the agent is taken as a human agent
and the main window of AutoCAD TM can be taken as a user interface for human
specialists after some development on AutoLisp (This is not the case of current implementation, but is a future development). The data exchange with other agents
is done by means of standard DXF (Drawing Interchange Format) and IGES les.
Graphical Tool2: This graphical tool is SDRC TM I ? DEAS TM located on
the network of DEC TM workstations. This agent communicates with other agents
by means of an electronic mail system. This agent is used to test communications among agents located on di erent local networks and with di erent operating
systems. The experimental goal is also to create graphical interfaces for process
engineers to verify technological constraints.
Distributed OODB MATISSE: MATISSE TM is a commercial object-oriented
database of ADB. An agent has been created by using the kernel system of MATISSE TM
in the OSACA project for storing MOSS objects created and used by all OSACAbased agents. In DIDE, we use it as a second potential database for storing the mechanical objects shared by concerned agents. Another available database is EDBMS
as mentioned in the paragraph about Design Representation Tool.
4.3. Inter-Agent Messages

In the current DIDE implementation, only two types of messages (REQUEST
and INFORM) are used for inter-agent communications. REQUEST messages
can be sent by a method =request, and responses can be obtained by a method
=get-result, e.g.,
(setq msg1-sent (-> *COM* ’=request :receiver "agent3"
:ontology "get-standard-bolt-dimension"
:content (list ’GETSTB tabname d)))
(setq ans1 (-> *COM* ’=get-result msg1-sent))

INFORM message can be sent in the same fashion by a method =reply. Before
being sent out, REQUEST or INFORM messages are lled by some default values
such as :sender, :id, :language by the current agent.
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Here are some examples of the two types of messages.
agent2:
Msg-sent : AGENT3 REQUEST :id 816564885734132 :priority 1 :sender agent2
:receiver AGENT3 :language MOSS :ontology get-standard-bolt-dimension
:commode 0 :reply-with OREQ1 :content (GETSTB TABB.112 17)
Msg-received : INFORM :id 816564888728152 :priority 1 :sender agent3
:receiver AGENT2 :language MOSS :ontology get-standard-bolt-dimension
:commode 0 :in-reply-to OREQ1 :content (8 20 30 13)
agent3:
Msg-received : REQUEST :id 816563689462963 :priority 1 :sender agent2
:receiver AGENT3 :language MOSS :ontology get-standard-bolt-dimension
:commode 0 :reply-with OREQ1 :content (GETSTB TABB.112 17)
Msg-sent : AGENT2 INFORM :id 816563692192752 :priority 1 :sender agent3
:receiver AGENT2 :language MOSS :ontology get-standard-bolt-dimension
:commode 0 :in-reply-with OREQ1 :content (8 20 30 13)

4.4. Agent Models

As mentioned in Section 2, agent models including the symbolic models of other
agents and the model of its own expertise are very important for cognitive agents.
In the experimental DIDE environment, the "model of own expertise" for an agent
is a simple knowledge base composed of the information about itself such as its
name, address and competences or skills which may be some methods for activating
some actions corresponding to the received requests. This simple knowledge base is
stored as a MOSS object, instance of the class KNOWLEDGE:
Entity-name
Terminal-Property

Structural-Property

KNOWLEDGE
HAS-AGENT-NAME
HAS-ADDRESS
HAS-ACTIVE?
HAS-SKILLS SKILL

where the class SKILL:
Entity-name
Terminal-Property

SKILL
HAS-SKILL-NAME
HAS-KEY-WORDS
HAS-EXPLANATIONS

As a simple example of the above mentioned agent Computational Tool:
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HAS-AGENT-NAME
HAS-ADDRESS
HAS-ACTIVE?
HAS-SKILLS

agent4
kaa.hds.univ-compiegne.fr
yes
skill.1

where skill.1
HAS-SKILL-NAME
HAS-KEY-WORDS
HAS-EXPLANATIONS

CALCULATE
bolt-diameter-calculation
"obtaining a bolt diameter through
bolt stress calculation"

The symbolic models of other agents are implemented by means of a knowledge
base containing information about other agents obtained during interaction with
the other agents. The information includes the agent's name, address, and its skills
or competences. The same object structure is used to store this information about
other agents. The knowledge helps the current agent to select one or more agents
as sub-contractors for processing actions. The current message passing mechanism
for obtaining this information is as follows: as soon as a new agent connects to the
system, it broadcasts a message of REQUEST type and with context "REGISTER"
to all other agents. Each one of the other agents receives this message, extracts the
informationof interest concerning the new agent such as its name, address and skills,
and uses it to update its agent models, and then sends an "INFORM" message to
the new agent. The new agent receives "INFORM" messages from all other agents,
extracts important information and uses it to update its agent models.
4.5. A Scenario - A Small Example

As a design example, we considered a mechanical assembly, already described in
details in (Shen, Barthes, and EL Dahshan 1994). Supposing that the necessary
DIDE agents have all been connected to the system and each agent has established
its agent models by message passing as mentioned in Section 4.4.
In the current implementation, only two types of messages (REQUEST and
INFORM) are used. This paragraph shows how an agent handles such messages
(see Fig 5). When an agent receives a REQUEST message for some sub-task,
this agent chooses a method according its internal KB (knowledge about itself),
executes this method for completing the sub-task, and then sends the results by
INFORM message to the sender (agent) of the REQUEST message. During the
execution of the method, this agent may have to ask some other agents to complete
part of the sub-task (sub-sub-task). It chooses an agent B according to its agent
models (knowledge about other agents) and sends a REQUEST message to the
agent B. After receiving the results by INFORM message sent by agent B, the
agent resumes its work. During the work, some important information is saved
in its local knowledge base for future use. A more complicated mechanism has
been used to select an agent for carrying out a sub-task or sub-sub-task, which was
described in details in (Shen and Barthes 1995).
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At the beginning of the design or re-design process, the agent Project Manager sends a REQUEST message to the agent Design Representation to de ne all

necessary objects including classes, instances and methods and store them in the
local database EDBMS or distributed database. If such objects exist in the local
database or distributed database, Design Representation sends simply an INFORM
message to Project Manager with content *OK*. If not, Design Representation
de nes all objects and stores them in the databases, and then sends an INFORM
message to Project Manager.
If the project manager desires to design or re-design the mechanical assembly,
he can specify all the necessary parameters such as the total pulling force and some
constraints such as the bolt head type, the safety factor by means of a speci c interface for agent Project Manager. The agent Project Manager sends a REQUEST
message with initial data to Computational Tool according its knowledge that Computational Tool can carry out this calculation and then waits for a response. If it
does not receive a response for a period which can be known by the knowledge about
the agent Computational Tool and associated SKILLS, it repeats the REQUEST
twice. And if there is still no response, the agent Project Manager considers that
Computational Tool is not active and the design task cannot be done at this time.
In the current implementation of DIDE, most of agents work on this type of mechanism. In the next paragraphs, we suppose that all concerned agents are active
and that each agent has decided which agent must be contacted and which SKILLS
must be used according its agent models.
The agent Computational Tool receives the REQUEST message and does the
calculation. Upon completion of the calculation, Computational Tool sends an INFORM message with the result to Project Manager. Here the result is a calculated
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bolt diameter.
After receiving this message, the agent Project Manager then sends a REQUEST
message to Assembly Design for designing or modifying the assembly. Assembly
Design decomposes this design task into sub-tasks and sends multi-cast type REQUEST messages in parallel to four design or selection agents Bolt Selection, Nut
Selection, Washer Selection and Plate Design. These four agents carry out the
sub-tasks (selection or calculation) in parallel according to the calculated bolt diameter. During the selection or calculation process, each of these agents rst loads
the initial object data from local or distributed database, and then modi es them
according the standardized or calculated results, and nally stores them into local
database and distributed database if all these databases are active. In the current experimental example, each of these agents tries to obtain data from the local
database rst if they exist, loads them; but if not, it tries to obtain them from the
distributed database. The results are stored into two databases whenever they are
active. After completing the sub-tasks, each of these four agents sends an INFORM
message to Assembly Design. The content of the INFORM message from three
selection agents contains only the standardized diameter, and that from Plate Design is *OK*. During the selection process the three Selection agents need standard
tables to obtain standard (nominal) diameter and other standard dimensions of the
bolt or the nut or the washer. They send a REQUEST message with a calculated
diameter to Database of Engineering Standards and wait for a reply. The agent
Database of Engineering Standards receives this type of messages and searches for
the requested information in the database of national engineering standards and
then sends an INFORM message with the results to requesting agents.
Graphical Tool

Bolt Selection

Local OODB

Nut Selection

Project Manager

Assembly Design
Eng. Standards DB

Washer Selection

Computational Tool

Plate Design

Fig 6. Possible message paths among the autonomous agents of DIDE

The agent Assembly Design receives the messages from four agents, analyses and
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compares the results. If the standardized diameter of the bolt, that of the nut and
that of the washer are not consistent, Assembly Design has to make a decision to
select one diameter as the "calculated bolt diameter". It sends a multi-cast type
REQUEST messages to the design and selection agents again. Here the decision
is taken by selecting the largest of the three diameters in this special mechanical
example. If there is no con ict among the received results, Assembly Design veri es
the global constraints and may modify some object data such as the bolt length
and the bolt thread length. The object data have to be loaded from the local
or distributed database before the veri cation, and stored into these database after
that veri cation. And nally, Assembly Design displays the results on a 2D graphical
interface and sends an INFORM message to Project manager with content *OK*.
The Project manager receives the INFORM message from Assembly Design and
may send a message to Graphical Tool1 for displaying the results which can be
obtained from the databases on a 3D graphical interface, and may also send an
E-mail with the results to Graphical Tool2. The agent Graphical Tool2 receives this
message and transforms all information into the format IGES for I-DEAS, which
will be used for process engineers in future computation.
The Monitor receives all above messages sent by all other active agents in the
same system. All received messages are displayed on a text interface. A graphical
interface is used to show the current system status. If a new agent is connected to
the system, an icon will be drawn on the graphical interface, and if an old agent is
removed from the system, the corresponding icon will disappear. If there are some
message passing between agents, some signs will be shown on the graphical interface
for a short time.
Fig 6 shows examples of possible message paths among the main autonomous
agents of DIDE.

5. Discussion
The experimental research of the project DIDE produced some useful insights that
are applicable in future developments and in other research projects. Here is a brief
discussion of some interesting issues.
5.1. Agent Life Cycle

One of the major problems for developing truly open systems is that of being able
to insert or to remove agents on a given application without halting or reinitializing
the (distributed) system. Indeed, since large design projects last several months or
even several years, new tools or new services appear during the life of the project;
similarly, existing tools get upgraded. Thus, it is necessary to accommodate such
changes smoothly without disturbing the project. Traditional approaches, in which
a group of powerful tools may be integrated into a large, ecient, decision support
system, do not allow it. Such approaches are viable only if the problem domain is
static, i.e., the tools, design rules, and production process do not change over the
product life-cycle. Indeed, when new services are appended to a group of cooperating processes it is usually necessary to recompile all programs on all machines on
the network. This is clearly unacceptable.
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In the OSACA-based DIDE system agents may appear or disappear with minimal disturbance to the whole system.
New agents, whether slaves (e.g., some encapsulated existing tools) or more
active, are created from generic agents. They possess communication capabilities
and some expertise (which may result from programs, rules, databases, etc.). They
are not required to know anything about the existing agents, nor of the ongoing
tasks to be solved.
When a new agent connects to the group, it immediately can receive broadcasted
messages and respond to them. Other agents are not modi ed by the introduction
of a new agent, i.e., the system keeps running.
Once a new agent is connected, it must build its own representation of the task
being solved as well as acquire information about the other agents. Currently, two
strategies can be used: (i) either a "tutor" agent helps the new agent to do it, - this
amounted to downloading the information in the MARS project (Abriat 1991); or
(ii) models will be build as needed through exchanged messages. Two things could
be done in addition: (i) an agent could advertise its skills as soon as it is connected;
(ii) an agent could inquire actively once it is connected by broadcasting requests.
Such behaviors which can be installed in the generic agent from which more speci c
agents are derived, are not currently implemented in the OSACA agents.
An active agent may die (temporarily or de nitively) or be removed from the
system. In such a case, generally nothing special is done. In the current DIDE
experimental environment, if an agent is normally disconnected, all other agents
will note it and modify their agent models accordingly.
5.2. Cognitive Agent

An important objective of our research is to design cognitive agents for the DIDE
project. A cognitive agent is an agent which has at least the following properties: (i)
it is knowledge-based; (ii) it has knowledge about other agents and the knowledge
is obtained during the interaction or communication with other agents or learned
from a special "tutor" agent; (iii) it is not simply a reactive one, i.e., it does not
only reply to the requests from other agents, but it can also give some suggestions
or propositions to the current solution according to its knowledge about the the
current design task. This is a part of our ongoing research work.
5.3. Openness and Dynamics

For large engineering design projects, the design process often lasts for a long time,
thus, the openness of a system is very important and truly central to the approach.
Our goal is to verify whether it is actually possible to build truly open systems,
that is, systems for which users can freely add or remove agents without having to
halt or to reinitialize the work in progress in any way. The OSACA-based DIDE
environment implements this idea.
Here we give a scenario which we encountered during experimental stages for
showing the openness and the dynamics of our system. During the assembly design process, after receiving design results from four sub-tasks-taking agents, the
agent Assembly Design starts to verify the global constraints for assembly. During
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this veri cation, Assembly Design has to send a REQUEST message to Database of
Engineering Standards for obtaining standard bolt length and bolt thread length.
Database of Engineering Standards received the messages and called the correspond-

ing functions (skills) to search standard data. But there was a problem in the
function GETSTTL (for searching standard bolt thread length) and this agent was
out of order and became non-active. We had to "repair" this agent by rede ning
this function and re-start the agent. Meanwhile, the agent continued to receive REQUEST messages, dealt with the received messages and sent out the results without
disturbing the whole working environment. Assembly Design waited for results from
Database of Engineering Standards for several minutes without response and subsequently repeated the REQUEST message twice. This mechanism allowed Database
of Engineering Standards to receive the REQUEST message from Assembly Design
and to complete the design process.
5.4. Synchronous and Asynchronous

Even if synchronous communications (blackboard style) are very useful for systems
in which the cooperating agents have to work simultaneously, such as a multimedia
teleconferencing system (Lee, Mans eld, & Sheth 1993), we found that they are not
necessary for the type of the design work we are considering because we would like
to develop environments for large design problems, for which the design period is
often very long and synchronous communications in this case are neither required,
nor ecient or economical.
5.5. Shared Ontologies

An active agent system works by exchanging messages at a high semantic level. This
raises the question of shared vocabulary and common ontologies, and also of the
initial expert knowledge content of each agent prior to its connection to the network.
A review of such questions can be found in (Cavalli et al 1991) in the context of
"Enterprise Integration" and in (Gruber 1993) in the context of "Ontologies and
knowledge sharing." Our approach in this domain is to manually organize needed
concepts into minimal ontologies as needed. Then, whenever a new agent enters the
system, it is its responsibility to make sure that the system contains all the needed
ontologies. If not, it must bring the missing ontologies.
5.6. Con ict Resolution

Con icts occur in multidisciplinary design environments mainly for two reasons:
individual participants in the cooperative process lack the complete knowledge of
global objectives necessary to ensure that their locally-preferred solutions are in
alignment with these higher objectives, and individual disciplines have individual
ideas about what constitutes the best design. Even individual design requires tradeo s because of competing design criteria, such as safety, cost and social acceptance,
as well as artifact requirements and speci cations. The ability of designers to avoid
or minimize con icts through judicious trade-o s and other methods is one of their
most valuable skills.
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Resolution and detection of con icts are especially dicult when the design
task as well as knowledge concerning such competing factors are distributed among
di erent actors with di erent perspectives. Certain methods such as negotiation,
hierarchical structures, constraint weakening, creation of new variables and user
interaction can be used for con ict resolution. It is also possible to combine several
methods in the same system.
In DIDE, we leave each group of designers develop possible con icting partial
solutions (divergence) (Barthes 1993). Such solutions are managed as parallel versions. Then, at the review meetings all groups have to compromise on a commonly
agreed solution or on a solution imposed by the project manager (reconciliation).
This relates to the global consistency of the project and not to the consistency
within each partial solution, which we have not yet addressed (see also Project
Manager in the Section 4.2.2).

6. Conclusion
The objective of our research is to develop a distributed intelligent design environment for supporting cooperation among the existing engineering tools. The
techniques of Distributed Arti cial Intelligence provide a natural model for such
applications. In this paper, we discussed a distributed architecture for an intelligent design environment based upon asynchronous agents combining a number of
mechanisms already found in the literature. Such an architecture is specially useful
for large design problems. It also o ers some important features such as modularity,
exibility, extensibility and transportability.
We have implemented an experimental distributed intelligent design environment by employing a platform, OSACA, developed in our research group (Scalabrin
and Barthes 1993) to support the cooperation among the engineering tools organized as independent agents. In this environment, we have successfully implemented
communications among about ten independent agents located in the di erent workstations, which proves that the architecture proposed in this paper is feasible. However, as a result of our experiments in the rst version of our implementation, we
found that some commercially available products, although usable, are not the best
support for this kind of approach. Our goal, as mentioned previously, is to obtain
rst hand experience in the case of large design projects.
DIDE is an ongoing research project. Some important issues are being studied
and developed: remote communication, con icts detection and resolution, cognitive
agents and shared ontologies.
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